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1 INTRODUCTION 

1 The author, Mr. Adrian Moore (Principal Engineer for Terrock Pty. Ltd.). was requested by Eliza 
Minney of Best Hooper Lawyers to prepare an Expert Witness Statement to consider the effects 
of blasting in the Extraction Industry Work Authority (WA 1473). This is a proposed basalt quarry 
located approximately 2km south of Wallan (Figure 1). Approval for the quarry is sought by the 
proponent (Conundrum Holdings Pty. Ltd.) and the proposed operation is referred to as North 
Central Quarry.  

 

 
Figure 1 – Site plan showing proposed quarry boundaries and surrounding land areas 
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2 Extraction of commercial quantities of basalt requires blasting. The environmental effects of 

blasting that must be addressed are: 
 

• Ground vibration 

• Airblast (overpressure) 

• Flyrock 

• Dust 
 

The issues of audible noise and dust from whole quarry operations (including blasting), on the 
surrounding land uses are outside the author’s expertise and will be considered by other 
consultants. 

 

2 QUARRY STAGING AND BOUNDARIES 

3 The quarry development is proposed to occur as four separate extraction phases/stages which 
includes progressive rehabilitation of terminal batters and a final reclamation of the site 
following the cessation of excavation. The stage boundaries and 500m buffer distances (as 
considered for this quarry) are shown on the site plan produced by BCA Consulting, presented 
as Figure 2. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2 – Proposed production stages/phases and 500m buffers from extraction limits 
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4 The minimum separation distances from proposed extraction limits of all stages (i.e. the limit 
of blasting) to the WA1473 or title property are; 

 

• 42m to the west 

• 100m to the south 

• 100m to the north 

• 30m to the east 
 

The land to the east forms the main part of the proposed quarry’s title property.  
 
5 An environmental separation/buffer of 500m from the extraction limit is proposed in 

accordance with EPA Victoria Guideline 1518 Recommended Separation Distances for Industrial 
Residual Air Emissions (Mar 2003) for quarries with crushing, screening, stockpiling and 
conveying of rock (with blasting). A combined 500m buffer from all four stage extraction limits 
is shown on Figure 1 along with the locations of the nearest existing sensitive sites (i.e. occupied 
dwellings). 

 

3 RELEVANT BLASTING CRITERIA 

6 Quarries with blasting are required to comply with ground vibration and airblast (overpressure) 
limits as standard condition for extractive industry work authorities issued in accordance with 
the Mineral Resources Sustainable Development Act and regulatory (ERR) guidelines. Limits are 
implemented to help minimise disturbance to sensitive receptors, primarily residents in their 
homes at blast times. Separate limits may also apply to protect critical infrastructure from 
potential damage caused by excessive levels of ground vibration.  

 
7 Compliance with blast vibration limits is assessed through blast monitoring, where portable 

monitors with geophone and microphone attachments are installed at locations of interest. 
Blast monitoring, reporting requirements and monitoring locations for quarries may be subject 
to approval from the industry regulator and typically become a Work Plan condition. Blast 
vibration and its monitoring and control requirements are detailed in a quarry’s Blast 
Management Plan (BMP), a document that details the procedures and controls required to 
minimise the risks and impacts of blasting. A BMP is a “live” document subject to periodic 
revision to reflect any change of site conditions that arise as extraction progresses. 

 
 

3.1 Ground Vibration and Airblast limits for Sensitive Sites 

 
8 Ground vibration and airblast limits for sensitive receptors near quarries are enforced by the 

extractive industries regulator Earth Resources Regulation (ERR), a branch of the Department 
of Jobs, Precincts and Regions. Current limits can be found in ERR Guidelines and Codes of 
Practice; Ground Vibration and Airblast Limits for Blasting in Mines and Quarries. The limits 
apply at “sensitive sites” defined by ERR as “…any land within 10 metres of a residence, hospital, 
school, or other premises in which people could reasonably be expected to be free from undue 
annoyance and nuisance caused by blasting.” At the proposed North Central Quarry, the limits 
would apply at any sensitive site (current or future) located in the surrounding area.  
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9 The current ERR blast vibration limits for quarries are based on recommended limits for human 
comfort from the Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council ANZECC 
(1990) criteria, and are:  

 
   Ground Vibration: 5 mm/s PPV (95% of all blasts) 

10 mm/s PPV (all blasting) 
  

   Airblast: 115 dBL (95% of all blasts) 
120 dBL (all blasting) 

 

10 The upper limits of 10 mm/s and 120 dBL are provided as an allowance for the occasional, 
unexpected exceedance of the lower (95%) limits. The upper limits are not observed as a 
performance target by quarry operators and the lower limits are considered to be the control 
for all blasting. Exceedances of the ERR limits are subject to investigation and failure to meet 
compliance may result in penalties for quarry operators.  

11 The ERR ground vibration and airblast limits for mines and quarries are based on human 
comfort considerations and are well below levels at which cosmetic damage to light-framed, 
residential type buildings is known to occur. Criteria commonly used to determine ground 
vibration and airblast limits to prevent damage to buildings are shown in AS2187.2-2006 
Appendix J. Limits for industrial and commercial premises are not clearly specified by ERR 
though limits of 10 mm/s and 125 dBL have applied previously. Higher limits typically apply to 
infrastructure as ordered by asset owners. Infrastructure is typically only a consideration for 
blasting within 50-100m of assets. 

12 It is emphasised that compliance with the ERR limits at sensitive sites does not prevent blast-
related complaints. PPV and airblast levels at the guideline limits are perceptible and it is 
common for some people to lodge complain or concerns with quarry operators and/or the 
regulator if ground vibration and airblast is “felt” at any level.  

 

3.2 Blast Firing Times 

13 Blasting at quarries is restricted to business hours between Monday to Friday and most blasts 
are fired between 11am and 2pm. Blasting is not permitted on weekends or public holidays 
except in an emergency and with the approval of a Quarry Inspector. The proposed firing time 
for North Central Quarry is 12pm to 5pm. 

3.3 Control of Flyrock 

14 Details of flyrock clearance distances and procedures for quarries are not specified in ERR 
guidelines. The limited advice provided is that “Operators are required to satisfy the department 
as to the safety of blasting practices and rigorous control of flyrock is an important 
consideration”. In practice, it is the responsibility of quarry operators and shotfirers to ensure 
that rock fragments (flyrock) thrown from blast sites is not excessive, are fully contained within 
the boundary of a work authority (or title property) at all times and does not present an 
unacceptable risk of injury to quarry personnel and members of the public, or damage to private 
property.  

 
15 An approach adopted by ERR in recent years to assist with the control of flyrock is to require a 

short (min. 20m) buffer between the Work Authority boundary and extraction areas as a 
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condition for approval. Blasts within 100m or so of a work authority boundary typically face 
away from the boundary so that potential flyrock in front of a face is directed towards the 
quarry’s extraction/pit area. The buffer distances shown between the extraction limit and Work 
Authority or title property boundary (listed in Paragraph 4) are sufficient to contain all rock 
fragments within the quarry or title property. 

 
16 The risk posed by excessive flyrock (where rock fragments are thrown well beyond anticipated 

distances) is largely mitigated by establishing appropriate clearance zones at blast times. For 
blasts near quarry boundaries, clearance zones may extend into neighbouring land areas. In 
such cases, quarry managers are required to notify neighbouring occupiers of the scheduled 
blast and provide information about clearance requirements and firing procedures. In the 
overwhelming majority of cases, neighbouring property owners are cooperative. 

 

3.4 EPA Buffer Zone for Quarries with Blasting 

17 EPA Victoria Guideline 1518 recommends a buffer distance of 500m between quarries with 
blasting and sensitive receptors. The guideline is in consideration of dust impacts from whole 
quarry operations including blasting. It is not clear whether the EPA 500m buffer applies from 
the actual extraction limit wherein blasting is conducted, or from a quarry’s Work Authority or 
title property boundary because dust can potentially be generated from activities anywhere 
within a quarry. 

 
18 While the EPA guideline does not refer specifically to ground vibration and airblast levels from 

blasting, the 500m buffer distance is considered generally sufficient to maintain compliance 
with ERR blast vibration limits at sensitive sites. Anecdotally, the EPA buffer is also considered 
by ERR to be an appropriate minimum separation distance between quarry-scale blasting and 
sensitive sites. 

 

4 BLAST IMPACT MODELLING 

4.1 Blast Design Specifications  

19 The standard blast design specifications used for this assessment follow current or common 
quarry practice and are listed in Table 2. Standard specifications used at all quarries may vary 
between blasts as modified by shotfirers to maintain compliance with environmental and 
regulatory limits or improve blast performance where required.  
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Table 2 – Standard blast design specifications for modelling blast impacts at WA1473. 
 

Blast design parameters Proposed Central 
Northern Operations 

(WA1473) 

Hole diameter (mm) 89 

Hole angle 10° 

Face height (m) 12 

Sub-drill (m) 1.0 

Hole depth (m) 13 

Front row burden (m) 3.5 

Inter-row burden (m) 3.0 

Hole spacing (m) 3.0 

Stemming Height (m) 3.0 

Explosives column (m) 10.0 

Linear charge mass (kg/m) 7.5 

Max. Instantaneous Charge (kg) 75 
 

4.2 Ground Vibration Modelling  

20 Ground vibration from blasting is the result of energy transferred to the ground from the 
detonation of explosives in blast holes. It is typically measured on the ground surface at or near 
a point of concern (i.e. a sensitive site) using a properly installed geophone and blast monitor 
that complies with the requirements of AS2187.2-2006: Appendix J. Blast monitoring is to be 
conducted for all blasting as per the proposed quarry’s tracked change Work Plan. 

 
21 Ground vibration is usually measured as Peak Particle Velocity (PPV) in units of millimetres per 

second (mm/s). The common model for analysing and predicting PPV is the square root Site 
Law formula of the form; 

 
 

  𝑃𝑃𝑉 = 𝑘𝑣 (
√𝑚

𝐷
)

1.6

 
 Where: PPV =  Peak Particle Velocity (mm/s)  

m   =  Charge mass-MIC (kg/delay) 
D    =  Distance (m) 
kv   =  A site constant 

   

 

22 A conservative site constant value of 1,200 based on blast monitoring data obtained at sensitive 
sites during blasting at similar basalt quarries in the Newer Volcanics is considered for the 
proposed quarry. 

 
23 The ground vibration model adopted for this assessment is therefore; 
 

  𝑃𝑃𝑉 = 1,200 (
√75

𝐷
)

1.6

 
   

 
 
24 The nominated blast design specifications shown in Table 2 are used as inputs for the Site Law 

model. The distances from standard blast sites to milestone PPV levels are shown in Table 3 
and the predicted PPV levels at 500m (the proposed buffer distance) is also shown. The 
attenuation of ground vibration levels over distance is presented graphically on a log-log chart 
in the regression analysis Figure 3. PPV levels from a single blast are also shown as basic circular 
contours in Figure 4.  
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                             Table 3 – PPV level predictions from nominated blasting specifications 

 

 PPV level 
(mm/s) 

Dist. to PPV level 
North Central Quarry 

(WA1473) 

 20 112m 

 10 172m 

 5* 266m 

 2 472m 

 1.82** 500m 

 1 728m 

 0.5 1,122m 
*ERR ground vibration limit (95% of blasts) 
**PPV level at 500m buffer distance  

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3 – Ground vibration regression analysis showing PPV levels over distance 
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Figure 4 – Basic PPV model contours from a standard blast at North Central Quarry 
 
 

25 The maximum ground vibration levels in the wider area around the quarry are presented as a 
contour assessment shown in the Appendices of this statement. It should be noted the contours 
do not represent PPV levels from a single blast but show the maximum predicted level from the 
closest blast to any location in the surrounding area. Such levels may only occur from the closest 
terminal blast (at the extraction limit) and reduced levels would result from the majority of blasts 
that would be fired in more distant/remote areas of the quarries. Ground vibration levels are 
shown to be in compliance with the ERR 5mm/s limit at the closest sensitive sites. 

4.3 AIRBLAST MODELLING 

26 Airblast (overpressure) is the low frequency energy from a blast that travels through the air as a 
series of elevated pressure pulses at the speed of sound (approximately 340 m/s). Most of the 
energy is sub-audible (<20 Hz) and is not perceptible to the human ear. At levels above 100-105 
dBL, airblast may induce secondary audible noise by rattling sash windows, sliding doors, etc. 

 
27 Airblast is measured as decibels linear (dBL) as distinct from dBA for audible noise. In decibel 

equivalents, 115 dBL is approximately 90 dBA. Airblast is only marginally affected by wind itself, 
however temperature inversion conditions may, when coupled with wind speed and direction 
changes, cause elevated airblast levels at distances greater than 2km. This conditions is usually 
only experienced during late winter/early autumn and the effect is minimised by firing in the 
afternoon when the inversion layer is at its highest. 

 
28 Investigations by Terrock over 30 years have shown the contours for airblast levels are elliptical 

for free face blasts with the highest levels occurring directly in front of the face and reduced 
levels behind and to the sides of the blast site. The contributing factors for airblast have been 
recognised, quantified and calibrated for hard rock quarries. 

 
29 A conservative, predictive airblast model developed by Terrock for emissions both in front of a 

blast face and the area behind and to the sides of a blast is; 
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𝐷115 =  (
𝑘𝑎  × 𝑑

𝐵 𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝐻
)

2.5

∙  √𝑚
3

 

 

Where: SH     =  Stemming height (mm) 
B       =  Front Row Burden (mm) 
m      =  Charge mass-MIC (kg) 
D115   =  Distance to 115 dBL level (m) 
d        =  Blast Hole diameter (mm) 
 ka     =  Site constant 
              290 front of face (conservative) 
              220 behind/side of blast (conservative) 

 

 
30  Using the blast design specifications from Table 2 as inputs to the airblast model, the front-of-

face airblast model is; 
 

𝐷115 =  (
290 × 89

3500
)

2.5

∙  √75
3

 

 
The model for airblast prediction behind the blast is; 
 

𝐷115 =  (
220 × 89

3000
)

2.5

∙  √75
3

  

  
 
 

31 Using the blast specifications from Table 2 as inputs to the airblast model, and distances from 
blast sites to milestone dBL levels are shown in Table 4. 

 
 

Table 4 – Airblast level predictions from standard blasting specifications 
 

 North Central Quarry 
(WA1473) 

Airblast 
level 

Front of 
face (m) 

Behind/side 
of blast (m) 

120 dBL 430 318 

115 dBL* 623 459 

110 dBL 903 665 

105 dBL 1,309 965 

100 dBL 1,899 1,399 
*ERR airblast limit (95% of blasts) 

 
 
 

32 Basic model elliptical airblast contours are presented as Figure 5, demonstrating the higher dBL 
levels that occur on front of blast faces and the importance of face direction to minimise 
emissions at sensitive receptors The attenuation of dBL levels over distance from each operation 
(both front and behind blast emissions) is shown in the regression analysis Figure 6.  
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Figure 5 – Single blast elliptical contours showing dBL levels from standard blast  
 

 

 
            Figure 6 – Regression analysis showing front of face and behind/side of blast airblast levels over distance 
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33 It is advised that quarry operators observe the higher front-of-face emissions and adopt an 
extraction sequence for blasts to face away from the closest sensitive sites where practicable. 
It can be reasonably assumed this will occur as required to comply with regulatory air blast 
limits for quarry operations, and noting that all blasts at extraction limits (the closest blasts to 
offsite receptors) can only face inwards towards the extraction area. It is also important to note 
the airblast model predictions are regarded to be conservative. 

 
 

34 Airblast levels in the wider area are shown on the contour assessment in the Appendices, 
observing the behind/side-of-blast emissions that could occur from the blasts at the extraction 
limit. Levels do not represent a single blast but the maximum level from the closest blast to any 
offsite location . Reduced levels would occur from the majority of blasts in more remote areas 
of the quarries. Airlbast levels are shown to be in compliance with the ERR 115 dBL limit at the 
closest existing sensitive sites. 

5 FLYROCK THROW CALCULATION 

35 Investigations over 20 years have enabled the main factors that contribute to flyrock to be 
understood, quantified and included in predictive modelling. The models combine basic 
trajectory theory with a scaled depth of burial/confinement of explosives charges  in hard rock 
quarries. Field trials and flyrock studies at quarries can be undertaken to refine the models to 
reflect local ground conditions. 

 
36 The models recognise that flyrock throw distance and velocity in front of a face is normally 

greater than throw behind a blast site. Flyrock in front of the face is caused by insufficient front 
row burden, or unidentified structural weaknesses in the rock mass. Sufficient stemming height 
(a length greater than 20 hole diameters) prevents flyrock behind a blast from hole cratering, 
and ‘gun-barrelling’ where small fragments of stemming material and loose collar rock are 
projected at steep launch angles into the air with very little horizontal travel. Excessive flyrock 
throw is prevented by modern industry practices such as laser face profiling, Boretrak™ survey 
and careful hole loading procedures. Flyrock events at quarries are now considered uncommon 
or even rare.  

 
37 The Terrock Flyrock Model is used at numerous mines and quarries around Australia and 

overseas to guide blast planning and minimum blast clearance distances. The models were 
reviewed by Dr. Peter Lilly (then Chief of the CSIRO Exploration and Mining Division) for another 
client in 2007 and the following comment was made; 

 
“Terrock’s flyrock model greatly simplifies what is dynamically a very complex 
problem in physics. However, the algorithm is likely to yield broadly conservative 
outcomes and is therefore considered to be appropriate by the writer.” 

 
 
38 The Terrock Flyrock Models are shown below. 
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In front of a blast face, the maximum flyrock throw distance can be calculated by the formula;  

 
 

𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑓 =  
𝑘𝑓

2

𝑔
(

√𝑚

𝐵
)

2.6

 

     Where: m = 
B = 

Lmaxf = 
g = 
kf = 

charge mass, kg/m                       
front row burden (m) 
maximum throw in front of face (m) 
gravitational constant (9.8) 
a site constant 

 
 

From detailed investigations for hard rock quarries, a site constant (kf) of 27 gives conservative 
predictions and actual throws are normally much shorter. The site constant may be calibrated 
to reflect local conditions if a detailed study of observations and distance measurements from 
normal throws is conducted. 

 
39 Behind and to the sides of a blast site, maximum throw can be calculated by; 
 

 

𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑟 =  
𝑘𝑓

2

𝑔
(

√𝑚

𝑆𝐻
)

2.6

𝑆𝑖𝑛 2∅ 

Where: SH = 
Lmaxr =  

Ø = 
 

stemming height (m) 
maximum throw behind blast (m) 
launch angle = hole angle from horizontal 
± a dispersal allowance of 10° 
(eg. Hole angle + dispersal = 70° from horiz.) 

  

 
40 With a linear charge mass of 7.5 kg/m (for standard 89mm diameter blast holes) and holes 

drilled at a standard angle of 10° (80° from horizontal), the maximum (worst-case) throw 
distances are calculated to be; 

 
Table 5 – Flyrock throw distance calculations (conservative) from standard blasting specifications 

 
 Front of 

face 
Behind/side 

of blast 

Max. Throw 40m 38m 

 
41 The furthest throw distance usually occurs in front of the face from fragments thrown at a 

launch angle of 45°. Behind and to the sides of a blast, fragments are thrown shorter distances 
and typically disperse ±10° from the hole angle. Cross-section flyrock trajectories from standard 
blasts are shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7 - Flyrock trajectories from standard blasting (conservative) 
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42 The following Safety Factors are commonly applied to the basic conservative throw calculations 

to provide the minimum blast clearance distances shown in Table 5; 
 

• Safety Factor 2 – Quarry plant, equipment and unoccupied buildings 

• Safety Factor 4 – Quarry personnel, members of the public and occupied buildings 
 
 
 
Table 6 – Minimum blast clearance distances based on maximum throw calculations (standard blasts) 
 

 Front of 
face (m) 

Behind/side 
of blast (m) 

Max. Throw 40 38 

Safety Factor 2 80 76 

Safety Factor 4 160 152 

 
 
43 Blast clearance zones should be proportionate to the scale and design of the blast and shotfirers 

must review the appropriateness of standard provisions prior to every blast as part of a risk 
assessment procedure. For blasts with reduced front-row burden and stemming, clearance 
distances should be increased accordingly. For blasts with increased stemming or burden (as 
designed to reduce normal throw distances), the clearance zone may be reduced. 

 
44 For terminal blasts near Work Authority or title property boundaries, the maximum throw 

distance behind the blast site can be reduced by increasing stemming height (or front row 
burden) to minimise the potential for rock fragments being thrown across the boundary into 
adjacent land areas. The relationship between throw distance and stemming height/front row 
burden is shown in Figure 8. 

            

 
               Figure 8 – Relationship between hole confinement (burden and stemming) and rock throw distances 
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45 Where blasts are loaded with increased stemming height, throw distance behind blasts is 
shorter and the extent of the clearance zone area may be reduced. The effect of increased 
stemming on behind blast throw and Safety Factor 4 clearance is shown in Table 7 and Figure 
9. 

 
Table 7 – Influence of stemming height on throw distance behind blasts 

 

Stemming Height 
(m) 

Max. throw 
behind blast (m) 

Safety Factor 4 
distance (m) 

3.0 38 152 

3.2 32 128 

3.4 27 108 

3.6 24 96 

3.8 20 80 

4.0 18 72 

 
 

 
Figure 9 – Trajectories of maximum throws under increased stemming height 

 
46 An approach used with some clients is to conduct a campaign of accurate stemming control 

coupled with flyrock observations from video recordings and throw distance measurements. In 
most cases, the flyrock model site constant has been reduced to 10-20 (from the conservative 
27). The flyrock model and throw calculations are intended as a guide for quarry managers and 
shotfirers and does not absolve them from their responsibilities as detailed in the Dangerous 
Good (Explosives) Regulations – 2011, AS2187.2-2006 and ERR guidance. 

6 DUST FROM BLASTING 

47 The effects of airborne dust from whole quarry operations (including blasting) should be 
discussed in depth by an experienced air quality consultant. As regards to dust from blasting, 
generally from visual observations at quarries, the time taken for the blasting dust cloud to 
visually dissipate depends on wind conditions at blast times. On windy days, dust clouds may 
dissipate in 1-2 minutes. On a still day, dust may linger and settle around the blast/quarry area 
and usually dissipates to be non-visible at around 3-5 minutes. From advised production 
schedules, dust from blasting may be generated at the site approximately once or twice per 
month at full production. It is generally accepted that the dust from blasting represents a small 
fraction of the potential dust loads from whole quarry operations and other onsite sources are 
more significant contributors. 
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7 APPROPRIATENESS OF BLASTING BUFFERS  

48 The EPA minimum separation distance of 500m (for quarries with blasting) provides an 
adequate buffer to minimise ground vibration, airblast levels at sensitive sites, helps ensure 
quarry operators maintain compliance with regulatory limits, and assists flyrock risk mitigation 
where blast clearance is required on neighbouring land.  

 
49 Blast clearance zones only exist for a limited time before and immediately after a blast is fired. 

All people within a blast’s designated clearance area must be evacuated prior to blast times and 
it  is the shotfirer and quarry manager’s responsibility to ensure this occurs. Depending on site 
details, this may assisted by having 100-150m of undeveloped land around a quarry (paddocks, 
crown land, etc) thereby preventing the need to evacuate people from buildings or other 
facilities. 

 
50  Blast clearance in areas outside a quarry relies on the cooperation of the occupants of 

neighbouring property. For example, evacuation of an industrial or commercial premise at blast 
time may present difficulties for quarry operators if the occupant does not cooperate, 
regardless of any pre-existing arrangement. Ensuring multiple premises are free of people at 
blast times would also present a logistical challenge for quarry personnel. 

 
51 No blast may be fired until the shotfirer receives multiple confirmations from blast guards 

(positioned at boundaries or on neighbouring land with a clear view of the surrounding area) 
that the clearance zone remains free of people and it is safe to initiate the blast. Procedures for 
blast clearance and firing can be found in Dangerous Goods (Explosives) Regulations 2011, 
AS2187.2-2006 Appendix E, and a quarry’s Blast Management Plan.  

 

8 AUTHOR’S CONCLUSIONS 

 

52 Blasting can be conducted at the proposed North Central Quarry safely and in compliance with 
regulatory conditions imposed by the industry authority Earth Resources Regulation (ERR), and 
all regulations and standards relevant to blasting in Victoria.  

 
53       Ground vibration and airblast levels resulting from blasting would be in compliance with 

regulated limits for human comfort at both existing sensitive sites, or future sites provided an 
appropriate buffer zone is established around the extraction limit. No blast vibration damage 
would occur to existing or future sensitive sites, assuming houses would not be built at very 
close distances to the quarry during the operational phase. 

 
54 All rock fragments thrown from standard blasts can be contained within the Work Authority. 

The responsibility for preventing excessive flyrock and providing adequate clearance around 
blast sites is that of quarry managers and shotfirers using the principles described in this report. 

 
55 Blast performance can be assessed by monitoring of ground vibration and airblast levels for 

every blast at or near the closest receptor(s) or other locations specified by the regulatory 
authority. The standard practice of video recording all blasts provides a record of blast 
performance and flyrock observations. 
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APPENDIX 1A – GROUND VIBRATION CONTOUR ASSESSMENT WA1473 
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APPENDIX 1B – AIRBLAST CONTOUR ASSESSMENT WA1473 
 
 

 


